Lang cites Stephan Smale case

(The Fracure of University Administrators.) In it he detailed failures in the form of secret projects and other agreements with the government.

The Smale case

Professor Lang related the case of Stephan Smale, a professor of mathematics at the University of California at Berkeley. Smale was at times active in political affairs, including participation on the Vietnam Day Committee. Female went to Moscow in the summer of 1960 to receive the Fields Medal, mathematics' highest honor, and to give a major address to the International Congress of Mathematicians, which was meetings that year.

Criticized by press

At that time the House Committee on Un-American Activities decided to subpoena him because of his political activism. When the subpoena could not be delivered to him in Europe, the San Francisco Examiner ran a story with this headline: "UN PROS DIGGLE SUBPOENA.
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NOHTHROP wants to see you on campus

If you're a graduating engineer, why not plan to meet our Engineering Personnel Representative when he visits your campus on Monday, November 13

He'll give you all the facts you need to decide whether a Northrop career square with your personal aims and objectives... and you'll be able to get first-hand information about the positions now available at our three major Southern California divisions.
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Remember that date — November 13

Your college placement office will be glad to set up an appointment with our representative.
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today and tomorrow are a lot more than one day apart. Our world keeps changing and we expect you to stay ahead of the latest engineering developments after you join us. In fact, we’ll pay the tuition at your choice of the many excellent evening graduate schools in the New Jersey-New York-Philadelphia areas.
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